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Stabilizing Deflection Routing in Optical Burst
Switched Networks
Andrew Zalesky, Hai L. Vu, Zvi Rosberg, Eric W. M. Wong and Moshe Zukerman

Abstract— This paper studies the blocking performance of
optical burst switching (OBS) networks using a sequential office
control (SOC) state-independent deflection routing policy. We
show that unprotected deflection routing may destabilize OBS
resulting in higher blocking probabilities than if bursts were
not deflected but simply blocked. This study was motivated by
the well-known destabilizing effect that alternative routing has
on circuit switching in classical telephony networks. We propose
two forms of protection to guard against destabilization: 1) wavelength reservation, which is analogous to trunk reservation in
circuit switching; and, 2) preemptive priority, which is a new form
of protection where bursts that have not been deflected are given
preemptive priority over bursts that have been deflected. Our
main contribution is a one-moment reduced-load approximation
to evaluate the blocking performance of OBS networks using
deflection routing protected by either wavelength reservation
or preemptive priority. Our reduced-load approximation relies
on the usual assumptions of link independence and Poisson
distributed link arrivals. We quantify the error admitted in
making these two assumptions via simulation. Using our reducedload approximation, we evaluate the blocking performance of
protected and unprotected deflection routing in several randomly
generated networks. The chief conclusion of our study is that
deflection routing in OBS should be given some form of protection
to avoid destabilization resulting from upward load variations,
and in terms of blocking performance, preemptive priority is the
best form of protection for OBS. We use simulation to verify that
our conclusions remain valid for a realistic traffic scenario.
Index Terms— Optical burst switching, deflection routing,
stability, reduced-load approximation, wavelength reservation,
preemptive priority.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

EFLECTION routing has featured prominently in the
literature covering optical burst switching (OBS) over
the last four to five years. However, in all of this literature,
it has been tacitly assumed that deflection routing does not
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destabilize OBS in the same way as it is well-known to
destabilize circuit switching in conventional telephony networks [3], [20]. This destabilizing effect may result in higher
blocking probabilities than if bursts were not deflected but
simply blocked.
Most of the early literature [34], [36], [37], [44], [48]
describes the workings of OBS in detail as well as recent work
[4], [6], [12], [17], we therefore only give a brief description.
OBS has many traits in common with tell-and-go switching
[42], [45], [52] in ATM networks as well as modern-day
optical packet switching [8].
The basic switching entity in OBS is a burst. A burst is train
of packets that is transmitted from a source to a destination
via an all-optical route that may traverse several intermediate
nodes. Associated with each burst is a header. The key feature
distinguishing OBS from optical packet switching is that a
burst is separated from its header by an offset time. An offset
time eliminates the need to optically buffer a burst during the
time required to process its header at each intermediate node.
The term node may refer to any of an intermediate node,
a source node or a destination node. Any pair of nodes may
be interconnected via a link, which consists of several fibers
aligned in the same direction, each of which in turn contain
many wavelength channels.
At its source node, a burst that intends traversing N links,
or equivalently, N +1 nodes (source node and destination node
inclusive), must be separated from its header by an offset time
of at least N δ, where δ is the time required for a node to
process a header. Since a header encounters a delay δ at each
intermediate node as well as its destination node, its offset time
is incrementally reduced by δ. More precisely, at node n =
1, . . . , N + 1, a burst is separated from its header by an offset
time of at least (N − n + 1)δ, where the ‘+1’ appears because
n is an index beginning at 1. Therefore, at its destination, a
burst catches-up to its header and they are no longer separated.
A timing diagram of a burst and its header is shown in Fig.
1, which was originally presented in [36].
As soon as a header arrives at node n = 1, . . . , N + 1, it
seeks to reserve an appropriate outgoing wavelength for a time
interval that begins (N + 2 − n)δ into the future, which is the
time at which its associated burst is expected to arrive and
is referred to as the residual offset time. At a given node,
residual offset time may vary from header-to-header, since
several different routes, corresponding to different source and
destination pairs, may traverse that node. This gives rise to
the need for burst scheduling algorithms [29], [46], [54] to
efficiently allocate bursts to the so-called voids that lie within
the fragmented bandwidth of a wavelength.
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram for a burst traversing two intermediate nodes from
its source s to its destination d

Even with the most efficient burst scheduling algorithms, a
burst may be blocked at an intermediate node in the case that
two or more headers seek to reserve overlapping time intervals
on the same wavelength. With native OBS, in this case, one
of the contending bursts must be blocked and subsequently
retransmitted.
High blocking probabilities are probably one of the biggest
technical stumbling blocks that OBS must overcome before
it is considered a commercially viable technology. To reduce blocking probabilities, numerous approaches of resolving
wavelength contention have been proposed. These include:
burst segmentation [47]; deflection routing; fiber delay lines to
delay a burst that would otherwise be blocked [36]; wavelength
conversion to allow for relaxation of the wavelength continuity
constraint [39]; and, state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms
[29]. Some of these approaches are often considered impractical as they mandate the use of costly optical technology such
as fiber delay lines and wavelength converters.
In this paper, we consider deflection routing. Deflection
routing in the context of OBS has received much attention
recently. In [13], [21], the presence of deflection routing in
a single node was modeled by a multidimensional Markov
process. Blocking probabilities were computed by numerically
solving the associated local balance equations. In [26], [50],
simulations were used to evaluate the performance of deflection routing in OBS networks. Some of these studies claim
that using particular deflection routing policies may reduce
blocking probabilities by more than one order of magnitude.
Efforts have also been devoted to dynamically optimizing
deflection routes based on network state information [27]. Several approaches of resolving wavelength contention, including
deflection routing, have been compared in terms of blocking
probabilities via simulation studies [18], [55].
It is well-known that deflection routing may destabilize
circuit switching in conventional telephony networks [3], [20]
as well as optical packet switched networks [9]. Instabilities
associated with deflection routing may manifest simply as a
sudden downturn in utilization that is instigated by a minimal
load increase or as a complex set of equilibria between which
a network fluctuates. They can be intuitively explained in
terms of unstable positive feedback. In particular, since firstchoice routes and deflection routes may use common links,
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Four-node ring network

a deflection from one first-choice route may trigger a spate
of subsequent deflections from other first choice routes, each
of which in turn may trigger further deflections. We remark
that the effects of destabilization bear some similarity to the
Internet related phenomenon known as congestion collapse
[60].
We are interested in determining if deflection routing may
also destabilize OBS. This issue has been glossed over in
most of the recent literature treating deflection routing in
OBS [13], [18], [26], [27], [50]. Although OBS is in many
ways different from circuit switching as well as optical packet
switching, it does not seem unreasonable to suspect that
deflection routing may destabilize OBS. As a matter of fact,
intuition does suggest that this is indeed the case, since there is
no reason indicating that unstable positive feedback instigated
by a deflection is somehow mitigated in OBS.
To give credence to this intuition, we simulated a form of
OBS in the four-node ring network shown in Fig. 2. (The
form of OBS as well as the deflection routing policy we
consider in this paper will be described in the next section.) It
was assumed bursts arrive according to independent Poisson
processes with the same rate at each source and destination
pair for which there is a one-hop first-choice route. A threehop deflection route for each of these source and destination
pairs is thus uniquely determined. To preserve symmetry, it
was further assumed that all other source and destination pairs
are not used.
Using this simulation, we plot blocking probability and
carried load as a function of offered load in Fig. 3. Carried
load is defined as the expected number of busy wavelengths in
a link at an arbitrary time instant in equilibrium, while offered
load would be the expected number of busy wavelengths in
a corresponding fictitious link comprising an infinite number
of wavelengths. In this way, carried load is an un-normalized
measure of link utilization. The abrupt downturn in carried
load evident in Fig. 3 is highly undesirable and definitely
suggests that instabilities may be present. Furthermore, the
downturn occurs over a range of blocking probabilities (10−3
to 10−2 ) that can be considered quite realistic in the context
of OBS. This result prompts further study and will lead
us to develop a new tractable methodology to evaluate the
performance of OBS networks using deflection routing.
Two different approaches have been used to protect circuit
switching and optical packet switching against destabilization.
To protect circuit switching, calls that have been deflected are
barred from engaging an idle trunk on any trunk group for
which the total number of busy trunks on that trunk group
exceeds a predefined threshold. This approach is referred to
as trunk reservation [3], [20] and is a form of admission
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control that intentionally limits the amount of deflection. One
drawback of trunk reservation is the lack of rigorous criteria
to determine the reservation threshold. See [23] for details.
To protect optical packet switching, several approaches have
been suggested, all of which are based on the idea of using
fiber delay lines in a recirculating delay loop setup to delay
a packet that would otherwise be deflected. These approaches
have been found especially useful in stabilizing asynchronous
(un-slotted) optical packet switching and have been compared
in [9]. Further protection can be added by purging packets
exceeding a certain hop-count.
In principle, it seems both these approaches may also be
used to protect OBS, though approaches relying on fiber delay
lines would probably be ruled out at the outset by many due
to practical considerations. In this paper, beside wavelength
reservation, we propose and evaluate the performance of a new
approach to protect OBS networks against destabilization. This
approach is based on enforcing preemptive priority between
first-choice bursts and deflected bursts, where a first-choice
burst is defined as a burst that has not been deflected and a
deflected burst is defined complementarily. With this approach,
a header associated with a first-choice burst is given the right
to preempt a reservation (overlapping time interval) that has
been scheduled for a deflected burst. Preemption is always a
last resort in the sense that a header associated with a firstchoice burst always seeks to reserve a time interval without
resorting to preemption.
Preemptive priority is unsuitable for circuit switching in
telephony networks since it is unacceptable from a quality
of service point of view to preempt a call that is in progress.
This would obviously be perceived by users as an unexpected
call termination. However with OBS, a burst that is preempted
suffers the same fate as a burst that is blocked at an intermediate node. We discuss this point in greater detail in Section
III.
We first considered preemptive priority in [10] in the context
of a hot-potato routing policy. In this paper, we develop a new
reduced-load approximation to evaluate the performance of

OBS networks that have been stabilized with either wavelength
reservation or preemptive priority. Wavelength reservation is
analogous to trunk reservation in circuit switching. Using our
approximation, we empirically show that preemptive priority
consistently yields lower blocking probabilities than wavelength reservation. We also argue that preemptive priority is
guaranteed to stabilize deflection routing, whereas the stabilizing properties of trunk reservation are highly dependent on
the choice of reservation threshold.
The new contributions of this paper above and beyond its
conference version [57] can be summarized as follows.
• The development of a new reduced-load fixed point approximation to evaluate the blocking performance of OBS
networks using deflection routing. This can be seen as a
generalization of our work in [39], [40], which considered
a reduced-load approximation for OBS networks where
each source and destination pair is assigned a single fixed
route. This can also be seen as an advancement of our
work in [57], [58], in that the disjointedness assumption is
relaxed in this paper; in particular, primary and deflection
routes need not be link disjoint.
• The analysis of preemptive priority as an alternative approach of stabilizing deflection routing in OBS networks.
We first proposed preemptive priority in [10], but did
not analyze its performance or compare its performance
to wavelength reservation. Note that only wavelength
reservation was analyzed in the conference version of
this paper. Thus, the analysis of preemptive priority
considered in this paper adds weight to our work in [10]
and is a progression from the conference version of this
paper.
• The quantitative comparison of wavelength reservation
and preemptive priority as approaches of stabilizing deflection routing in OBS networks and the determination of
when, or if, protecting against destabilization is critical.
In Section II, we discuss the form of OBS considered in
this paper and define a simple deflection routing policy. In
Section III, we confirm the downturn in carried load evident in
Fig. 3 is indeed a result of destabilization. We then show that
either wavelength reservation or preemptive priority correct
this downturn. In Section IV, we present our reduced-load
approximation. In Section V, our reduced-load approximation
is used to evaluate the blocking performance of unprotected
and protected deflection routing in several randomly generated
networks. Finally, in Section VI, we implement computer
simulations to test the sensitivity of blocking performance
of unprotected and protected deflection routing to a traffic
mix that includes a heavy tailed component. In particular,
we consider a hybrid switching approach in which short data
streams are transmitted using OBS while heavy tailed streams
are transmitted using a conventional acknowledged switching
approach, such as optical circuit switching.
II. A D EFLECTION ROUTING P OLICY

FOR

OBS

In this paper, we consider a form of OBS called dual-header
OBS [5]. The greatest advantage of dual-header OBS is that
the residual offset time at each intermediate node does not vary
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from header-to-header. This greatly simplifies the complexity
of scheduling algorithms. Further details regarding dual-header
OBS can be found in [5].
The reason we consider dual-header OBS is chiefly because
it is difficult to accurately model native forms of OBS, since
with native OBS, residual offset time may vary from headerto-header at each intermediate node. Therefore, this leads to
the unsolved problem of calculating blocking probabilities in
a finite server queue where the time at which a customer
arrives is separated from the time at which it requests service
by a random time. See [43] for further insight. Some rough
approximations for this problem have been presented in [31]
and later used in the context of OBS in [22].
Although we consider dual-header OBS, our results can be
treated as an optimistic approximation for native forms of
OBS. This type of optimistic approximation has been shown
to be quite accurate for just-enough-time OBS [36] with void
filling in [5] and [40].
Our results are also an optimistic approximation for horizon
scheduling [44]. We can further refine our approximation in
the case of horizon scheduling by increasing a wavelength’s
effective holding time to take into account the idle period
from the time at which the reservation is made to the time
at which the burst arrives. Although horizon is not as efficient
as just-enough-time scheduling, it is more scalable because
the horizon scheduling algorithm only needs to maintain the
current scheduling ‘horizon’ for each wavelength. Scalability
is a key property for burst scheduling algorithms because of
the huge difference between the wavelength rate and burst
length, which implies that the burst scheduling time must be
short and the operation simple.
We further assume full-wavelength conversion is available
at all nodes. (We have evaluated the performance of partialwavelength conversion in [58] in the context of OBS.) Apart
from this assumption, we adopt a conservative stance by
assuming burst segmentation, fiber delay lines and all other
enhancements discussed in the literature are unavailable. We
are not concerned with burst scheduling algorithms as they
are not required for dual-header OBS. We do not consider the
burst assembly process.
We continue by describing the deflection routing policy
considered in this paper.
Deflection routing policies in general can be categorized
as either originating office control (OOC) or sequential office
control (SOC). See [20] for a detailed description of this
categorization. SOC is fast reacting and permits immediate
deflection at any node at which contention is encountered by
allowing a header to seek to reserve a time interval on an
outgoing link that is alternative to the first-choice link. OBS is
restricted to SOC policies. Using OOC policies in OBS would
require excessively long offset times to allow for crank-back
of a header to its source.
Let L be the set of all links. Consider an arbitrary source
and destination pair. Suppose its first-choice route traverses
N links, or equivalently, N + 1 nodes and let its first-choice
route be denoted as the ordered set r = (r1 , . . . , rN ), where
r1 , . . . , rN ∈ L. For link l ∈ L, let l− denote the node that
link l is incident from and let l+ denote the node that link l is
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Fig. 4. Augmented route tree where loss nodes have been depicted with an
asterisk

incident to. To ensure contiguity of r, for all n = 1, . . . , N −1:
−
+
rn+ = rn+1
; r1− = s; and, rN
= d.
As soon as a header arrives at node rn− , say at time t, it seeks
to reserve a wavelength in link rn for an interval beginning
at time t + ∆n into the future and ending at time t + ∆n +
Y /µ, where ∆n is the residual offset time at node rn− , Y
is the size of its associated burst and µ is the transmission
rate of a wavelength. Reservations that overlap time interval
[t + ∆n , t + ∆n + Y /µ] may have already been scheduled to
all wavelengths in link rn . In this case, link rn is said to be
in contention with respect to this time interval.
For each node rn− , n = 1, . . . , N , define a deflection
 route
to be the ordered set d(n) = d1 (n), . . . , dMn (n) , where
d1 (n), . . . , dMn (n) ∈ L and d1 (n) 6= rn . To ensure the
contiguity of d, for all m = 1, . . . , Mn − 1: dm (n)+ =
dm+1 (n)− ; d1 (n)− = rn− ; and, dMn (n)+ = d.
With deflection routing, a header arriving at node rn− that
finds link rn in contention may seek to reserve a wavelength
in link d1 (n), which is by definition a link incident from node
rn− but is alternative to link rn . Therefore, a header is blocked
at node rn− if and only if all wavelengths in link rn and dn (1)
are in contention with respect to time interval [t + ∆n , t +
∆n + Y /µ]. However, without deflection routing, a header is
blocked at node rn− if and only if all wavelengths in link rn
are in contention with respect to this time interval.
To avoid excessive hop-counts and to guard against the socalled ring-around-the-rosie problem [20], we only permit one
deflection per header. That is, a deflection from a deflection
route is forbidden.
The augmented route tree shown in Fig. 4 is used to
clarify our notation. See [11], [20], [30] for discussions on
augmented route trees. For this augmented route tree, we have
L = {l1 , . . . , l6 }, r = (r1 , r2 ) = (l1 , l2 ), l1− = s, l2− = n1 ,
N = 2, M1 = M2 = 2 and

(l5 , l6 ), n = 1,
d(n) =
(l3 , l4 ), n = 2.
The main drawback of deflection routing in OBS is the socalled insufficient offset time problem that has been discussed
in [21]. This problem refers to the situation in which a
header is deflected and traverses more nodes than it would
have on its first-choice route. Additional processing delays
of δ encountered at each extra node may decrease a header’s
residual offset time to zero before it has reached its destination.
A few different approaches have been suggested to combat
this problem. We adopt the most conservative approach of
adding extra offset time. In particular, at its source, a burst is
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separated from its header by an offset time of at least Nmax δ,
where Nmax is the maximum possible number of links a burst
can expect to traverse and is given by


Nmax = max
max (Mn + n − 1), N .
n=1,...,N

For the augmented route tree shown of Fig. 4, we have
Nmax = 3.
We must emphasize that we have described a rather simple
deflection routing policy for OBS. Other more dynamic policies based on state-dependent routing [14], [20] may turn out
to offer superior performance. They have not been studied in
the context of OBS. We have simulated policies where multiple
deflections are permitted per header, however no noteworthy
benefit was observed relative to the case we consider in this
paper where only one deflection is permitted per header.
III. S TABILIZING OBS
In this section, we confirm the downturn in carried load
evident in Fig. 3 is indeed a result of destabilization. We then
show that either wavelength reservation or preemptive priority
correct this downturn.
To this end, we propose to analyze the four-node ring
network shown in Fig. 2 based on the following assumptions,
which are maintained in all subsequent sections of this paper.
A.1) Bursts arrive at each source and destination pair according to independent Poisson processes.
A.2) A header itself does not offer any load.
A.3) Burst size follows an independent exponential distribution.
A.4) A blocked burst is cleared and never returns.
A.5) The distribution of the number of busy wavelengths in
a link is mutually independent of any other link.
A.6) The total traffic offered to a link is the superposition of
several independent Poisson processes and is therefore
itself a Poisson process.
The last two assumptions are probably the most noteworthy.
They are synonymous with the usual reduced-load approximation and have been discussed in this context and to some
degree justified in [14], [15], [24], [25], [51]. Assumption A.2
is unnecessary in forms of OBS using out-of-band control
signaling. All of these assumptions will also be used in our
reduced-load approximation.
We will briefly outline some consequences of the last two
assumptions. The last assumption allows for a one-moment
analysis where the total traffic offered to a link is characterized
solely in terms of its mean, or more precisely, the mean of the
distribution of the number of busy wavelengths on a link if it
were to contain a hypothetical infinite number of wavelengths.
However, the variance of this distribution as well as other
higher moments may be vastly different from the variance and
corresponding higher moments of a Poisson process. With a
one-moment analysis, variance and other higher moments are
not considered and are simply assumed to follow the variance
and corresponding higher moments of a Poisson process. For
further details, see discussions in [20] regarding the equivalent
random method as well as Hayward’s method.

The second last assumption is commonly referred to as
the independence assumption. It allows for decoupling of a
network into its constituent links by ignoring any dependence
between blocking events from link-to-link. This kind of independence assumption has been widely used in many types of
network analyses.
Since a burst always follows the routing of its header and
since it has been assumed a header itself offers no load, we
are henceforth able to abstract by ignoring the presence of
headers and working only in terms of bursts.
At a time instant in steady-state, assuming steady-state
eventually prevails, let the random variable Xl ∈ {0, . . . , Cl }
denote the number of busy wavelengths in link l ∈ L, where
Cl is the total number of wavelengths in that link. Also, let
X = (Xl )l∈L . Then according to the independence assumption
(see A.5), we can write
Y
P(X = x) =
P(Xl = x),
l∈L

for all x ∈ {0, . . . , C1 } × · · · × {0, . . . , C|L| }.
For the remaining part of this section, we will concentrate
specifically on the four-node ring network that we have already
discussed. Since the four-node ring network is completely
symmetric, it is sufficient to work in terms of an arbitrary
link, and thus it is possible to write X = Xl and C = Cl for
all l ∈ L.
Recall that bursts only arrive at each source and destination
pair for which there is a one-hop first-choice route. A threehop deflection route for each of these source and destination
pairs is thus uniquely determined. Also recall that all other
source and destination pairs are not used.
Let λ be the burst arrival rate at each source and destination
pair. Accordingly, the load offered to each source and destination pair is E(Y )λ/µ Erlangs, where Y is a random variable
representing burst size and µ is the wavelength transmission
rate. Let a = E(Y )λ/µ and let a denote the total load
offered to a link, which is assumed to be the sum of several
independent Poisson processes (see A.6). The probability that
a burst is blocked at a link is then given by the Erlang B
formula1,
b =
=

P(X = C)
aC
E(a, C) ,
C!

C
X
ai
i=0

i!

!−1

.

(1)

We are interested in calculating the blocking probability
perceived by a burst, which will be denoted as p. Summing
the total load carried by a link gives

(1 − b)a = (1 − b) + (1 − b)b + (1 − b)2 b + (1 − b)3 b a. (2)
Note that with circuitswitching, we would write (1 − b)a =
(1 − b) + 3(1 − b)3 b a instead of (2), since the load carried
by each of the three links comprising a deflection route must
be equal for circuit switching.
1 The Erlang B formula can be efficiently computed via the recursion

E(a, c) = aE(a, c − 1)/ c + aE(a, c − 1) for c = 1, . . . , C, where
E(a, 0) = 1.
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Rearranging (2) gives

(4)

To confirm the simulation results presented in Fig. 3, we
plot p and (1 − p)a as a function of a in Fig. 5 as solid lines
labeled ‘unprotected’. These two plots can be generated as
follows: for each of several values of a, compute b via (1)
and then compute a and p based on this value of b via (3) and
(4), respectively.
It turns out that neither p nor (1 − p)a are proper functions
of a because the mapping from a to p is not one-to-one. This
definitely confirms that deflection routing may destabilize OBS
and has also been observed in circuit-switched networks using
deflection routing [41]. For some values of a, there are up to
three equilibria that may exist in steady-state. It is not clear if
one equilibria is dominant or if there are oscillations between
all three equilibria. The plots shown in Fig. 3 generally do
not match up well with their counterparts in Fig. 5. This is
most likely because simulation relies on long-run averaging,
which yields averages lying somewhere in between these three
equilibria. That is, we are trying to simulate behavior that is
inherently non-stationary. It is however satisfying to note that
the downturn in carried load occurs at approximately the same
value of a in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.
In the next two subsections, we present a parallel analysis of
wavelength reservation and preemptive priority. Our analysis
continues to remain specific to the four-node ring network.
Any notation that we reuse continues to bear the same definition as above.
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A. Wavelength Reservation
Recall that with wavelength reservation, deflected bursts are
barred from engaging an idle wavelength on any link for which
the total number of busy wavelengths on that link exceeds
a predefined threshold. Let that threshold be denoted as K.
Therefore, a deflected burst cannot be scheduled to a link for
which K or more of its wavelengths are busy.
Let â denote the deflected load offered to a link. The total
load offered to a link is the sum of loads it is offered by
deflected bursts and first-choice bursts. Since a first-choice
route is associated with one unique link, it is not hard to see
that
â = a − a.

(5)

Treating a link as a simple one-dimensional birth-and-death
process, we have a recursion of the form
πi

= P(X = i)
 i
a π0 /i!,
i = 1, . . . , K,
=
(6)
(a − â)i−K aK π0 /i!, i = K + 1, . . . , C,

where
PCthe normalization constant π0 is determined as usual
via i=0 πi = 1. The probability that a first-choice burst is
blocked at a link is given by b = πC , while the probability
PC that
a deflected burst is blocked at a link is given by q = i=K πi .
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Stabilizing a four-node symmetrical OBS network

Analogous to (2), summing the total load carried by a link
gives
(1 − b)a + (1 − q)â

= (1 − b) + (1 − q)b + (1 − q)2 b + (1 − q)3 b a,

which after rearrangement can be rewritten as
a
a=
.
1 + 3b − 3bq + bq 2

(7)

(8)

It can then be verified that
p = 3bq − 3bq 2 + bq 3 .

(9)

As a check, by setting q = b, it can be seen that (9) reduces
to its counterpart (4).
There are no rigorous criteria governing the choice of
reservation threshold. See [23] for details. Choosing K too
large results in performance that is not much better than if
deflection was not permitted at all, while choosing K too small
does not correct the downturn in carried load. We choose K
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by iteratively incrementing its value until the mapping from
a to p appears to be one-to-one. Through trial and error, for
C = 120, we found that K ∈ [100, 110] was a good choice.
To show that wavelength reservation with a sufficiently large
reservation threshold can correct the downturn in carried load
shown in Fig. 3, we again plot p and (1 − p)a as a function
of a in Fig. 5 as dotted and dashed lines labeled ‘wavelength
reservation’. The dashed line is for K = 100 and the dotted
line is for K = 110. These two plots can be generated
using a fixed-point iterative procedure as follows. For each
of several values of a, arbitrarily choose â and compute a via
(5) based on this arbitrary choice of â. After this initialization
phase, compute b as well as q by solving the recursion given
by (6). Then recompute a via (8) and check if the absolute
difference between the old value of a and its recomputed value
is sufficiently close to satisfy a prescribed error criterion. This
set of steps comprises one iteration. Subsequent iterations are
continued until the error criterion is satisfied by updating the
value of â according to (5). Using the values of b and q
computed during the final iteration, p is determined via (9).
Based on Fig. 5, it may be tempting to consider increasing
the value of K to improve performance, however, if K is
increased above 110, a kink would begin to appear in the
dotted and dashed lines labeled ‘wavelength reservation’ in
Fig. 5(b), which is akin to kink exhibited by the solid line and
signals the onset of destabilization.
B. Preemptive Priority
Preemptive priority is a new approach [10] that we propose to protect OBS against destabilization that is based
on enforcing preemptive priority between first-choice bursts
and deflected bursts. With this approach, a first-choice burst
is given the right to preempt a reservation that has been
scheduled for a deflected burst. Preemption is a last resort in
the sense that a first-choice burst foremost seeks an appropriate
idle wavelength.
Almost all the equations presented in the preceding subsection treating wavelength reservation also hold for preemptive
priority. The exception is that the probability that a first-choice
burst is blocked at a link and the probability that a deflected
burst is blocked at a link, which we have denoted as b and
q, respectively, can no longer be computed via the recursion
given by (6). Instead, we compute b and q as follows.
A first-choice burst is oblivious to the presence of deflected
bursts and only perceives other first-choice bursts. It follows
that b = E(a − â, C) and
aE(a, C) − (a − â)E(a − â, C)
.
(10)
â
The numerator of (10) is equal to the deflected burst load
blocked at a link, while the denominator is by definition the
deflected burst load offered to a link. Taking their ratio gives
the probability that a deflected burst is blocked at a link.
For the case of preemptive priority, we plot p and (1−p)a as
a function of a in Fig. 5 as an interchanging dotted/dashed line
labeled ‘preemption’. The same fixed-point iterative procedure
described in the preceding subsection can be used to generate
these plots but b and q are now computed via (10).
q=

We can conclude that preemptive priority may yield
marginally lower blocking probabilities than wavelength reservation. Although the benefit of preemptive priority is unremarkable for K = 110, a marked disparity is evident for
K = 100, especially at low to moderate loads.
A key advantage of preemptive priority is that it is guaranteed to stabilize deflection routing in OBS as well as
circuit switching and optical packet switching, though we
have already discussed that some attributes of preemptive
priority render it an inappropriate form of protection for circuit
switching. Preemptive priority guarantees stability because it
ensures performance that is no worse than if bursts were not
deflected but simply blocked. This property is a consequence
of the impossibility of a deflected burst to alter the fate of
a first-choice burst. Moreover, we know that OBS is stable
without deflection routing. Consequently, protecting OBS with
preemptive priority guarantees stability. On the contrary, the
stabilizing properties of trunk reservation are highly dependent
on the choice of reservation threshold.
With preemptive priority, a preempted burst is not necessarily blocked in its entirety. For example, a burst may suffer
preemption at a link well after its head has been transmitted on
that link. In this case, packets residing in its tail are blocked
but those residing in its head are unaffected by preemption and
continue as normal. The reverse case where packets residing in
its head are blocked but those residing in its tail are unaffected
is also possible. This results in the presence of truncated bursts
and is reminiscent of burst segmentation [47].
A problem may arise when a truncated burst arrives at its
destination. Although in principle it is possible to recover
packets from a truncated burst, this is complicated since
knowledge of a truncation is localized to the intermediate node
at which it occurred. Therefore, each destination anticipates
a complete burst with well-defined packet boundaries. In this
paper, we have adopted a conservative stance by assuming that
it is not possible to recover packets from a truncated burst.
An alternative would be to assume a more sophisticated
node architecture that is capable of salvaging packets from a
truncated burst. Although this leads to a remarkable increase
in node throughput [47], signaling complexity also increases
because a packet delineation protocol that includes functionality to check the integrity of each packet, such as the simple
data link (SDL) protocol discussed in [16], is essential.
Since knowledge of a truncation is localized to the intermediate node at which it occurred, a header is unaware of
any truncations that its associated burst may have endured.
Therefore, a header associated with a truncated burst reserves
a time interval that is longer than required. This is wasteful of
wavelength resources. However, it is important to remark that
these unused reservations may be reclaimed by first-choice
bursts, since a first-choice burst may preempt a reservation
associated with a truncated burst.
IV. R EDUCED -L OAD A PPROXIMATION

FOR

OBS

In this section, we develop a new reduced-load approximation to evaluate the performance of OBS networks that
have been stabilized with either wavelength reservation or
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preemptive priority. We allow for arbitrary network topologies
and consider the deflection routing policy described in Section
II.
Assumptions A.5 and A.6 will play a key role. They were
defined and discussed in the preceding section. We will use
simulation to quantify the error admitted in making these two
assumptions. Assumptions A.1 to A.4 will also be reinvoked.
The reduced-load approximation was conceived in 1964
[15] for the analysis of circuit-switched networks and has
remained a cornerstone of network performance evaluation.
See [14], [15], [24], [25], [51] and references therein for details
on the reduced-load approximation and its many applications.
In [39], [40], we presented a reduced-load approximation
for OBS networks where each source and destination pair is
assigned a single fixed route. That is, OBS networks without
deflection routing.
At this point, it may be worthwhile recalling notation
presented in Section II as it will be used extensively in this
section.

A. Step One: Link Offered Loads

adm (n)

=

âdm (n)

=

a(1 − br1 ) · · · (1 − brn−1 )brn βm (n), (12)

for all m = 1, . . . , Mn , where
βm (n) = (1 − qd1 (n) ) · · · (1 − qdm−1 (n) ).

(13)

The equality adm (n) = âdm (n) is an immediate consequence of
the disjointedness assumption. The probability that a burst is
not blocked at the links preceding link dm (n) ∈ d(n) is given
by βm (n). Equation (12) concerns the intersection of three
events: 1) a burst is not blocked at the links preceding link
rn , which occurs with probability (1−br1 ) · · · (1−brn−1 ); 2) a
burst is blocked at link rn , which occurs with probability brn ;
and, 3) a burst is not blocked at the links preceding link dm (n),
which occurs with probability βm (n). It is the probability of
the intersection of these three events that is of interest. By the
independence assumption (see A.5) any two of these events
are mutually independent and thus (12) follows.
To relax the disjointedness assumption, we need to take care
of the possibility that
Ωm (n) = {d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n)} ∩ {r1 , . . . , rn } 6= ∅

The first step is to decompose the network into its constituent links. In particular, assumptions A.5 and A.6 permit
each link to be treated as an independent birth-and-death
process that is Markovian. To compute the steady-state distribution πi = P(X = i), i = 0, . . . , C, for this kind of
birth-and-death process, it suffices to know the load that it is
offered, which is the ratio of the birth rate to the death rate.
Therefore, we must determine the load offered to each link
l ∈ L. The difficulty is that the load offered to a given link is
a function of the steady-state distributions at all other links,
which are unknown.
We first compute the load offered to each link l ∈ L that is
owing to an arbitrary source and destination pair by assuming
r ∩ d(1) ∩ · · · ∩ d(N ) = ∅. We then continue by relaxing this
temporary assumption and presenting an algorithm to compute
the load offered to each link l ∈ L that is owing to all source
and destination pairs. Since it is has been assumed any two
source and destination pairs are mutually independent, the
loads offered to a given link that are owing to different source
and destination pairs are additive. We will make use of this
fact in our algorithm.
Consider an arbitrary source and destination pair with
first-choice route given by r and deflection-routes given by
d(1), . . . , d(N ), as was defined in Section II. Let a be the
load that this arbitrary source and destination pair is offered.
Furthermore, for the sake of clarity, assume r ∩ d(1) ∩ · · · ∩
d(N ) = ∅, which we call the disjointedness assumption. In
words, the disjointedness assumption ensures that a burst does
not traverse a link more than once. To begin with, suppose bl
and ql are known for all l ∈ L. It then follows that the load
offered to rn ∈ r owing to this source and destination pair is
given by
arn = a(1 − br1 ) · · · (1 − brn−1 ),

and for dm (n) ∈ d(n), n = 1, . . . , N , we have

n = 1, . . . , N,

(11)

by conditioning the probability βm (n) as specified in (14) (see
inset next page). The expression given in (14) can be simplified
based on the independence assumption and a fact that relies
on the following additional assumption.
A.7) A header is subject to zero propagation delay as well
as zero processing delay (δ = 0). Therefore, for a link
l ∈ Ωm (n), the time instant at which a header seeks to
make a reservation at link l ∈ r is equal to the time
instant at which it may seek to make a reservation at
that same link l ∈ d.
Assumption A.7 ensures that the state of a link that is
traversed by both a primary and deflection route remains
unchanged at the two possible time instants a given header may
seek to make a reservation at such a link. In practice, these
two time instants are separated by propagation and processing
delays, during which state transitions are possible. We will
use simulation to quantify the error admitted in making this
assumption. With assumption A.7 in place, the following fact
holds.
Fact 1: The conditional probability that a deflected burst is
not blocked at link l ∈ d given that it was not blocked at that
same link l ∈ r for some l ∈ Ωm (n) is given by
P(not blocked at l ∈ d| not blocked at l ∈ r)
P(not blocked at l ∈ d)
1 − ql
=
=
.
P(not blocked at l ∈ r)
1 − bl
Proof: This fact holds for wavelength reservation as well
as preemptive priority. Using assumption A.7, its proof is
elementary after establishing that {not blocked at l ∈ d} ⊆
{not blocked at l ∈ r}, where the notation {·} denotes a
subset of the sample space (set of events). To establish this
inclusion consider the following. With wavelength reservation,
a deflected burst is not blocked at link l ∈ d if and only if
Xl < K, but a first-choice burst is not blocked at that same
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βm (n) =

P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n)| blocked at rn ∩ not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1

link l ∈ r if and only if Xl < C. Since Xl < C implies
Xl < K, this inclusion follows immediately. Similarly, with
preemptive priority, if a deflected burst is not blocked at link
l ∈ d, then Xl < C, which is sufficient to ensure a first-choice
burst is not blocked at that same link l ∈ r.
Based on Fact 1 and the independence assumption, (14) can
be rewritten as

P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n)

βm (n) =
P not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1 ∈ Ωm (n)
(1 − qd1 (n) ) · · · (1 − qdm−1 (n) )
Q
.
(15)
=
l∈Ωm (n) (1 − bl )

See the appendix for details. Henceforth we relax the disjointedness assumption by computing βm (n) according to (15)
instead of (13).
Before continuing, we give an illustrative example to exemplify the the importance of Fact 1 as well as the disjointedness
assumption.
Example 1: Reconsider the augmented route tree shown in
Fig. 4. Foremost, suppose l1 6= l2 , 6= · · · =
6 l6 , which ensures
the disjointedness assumption is satisfied. For argument’s sake,
consider link l4 . According to (12), we have
âl4 = a(1 − bl1 )bl2 (1 − ql3 ).

(16)

To exemplify Fact 1, now suppose that l3 = l1 . (Supposing
l3 = l1 obviously does not give rise to a sensible routing policy
since it means a burst is deflected back to the link it came from,
however, we have supposed l3 = l1 to create a simple case
where a first-choice route shares a common link with one of
its deflection routes. This case is certainly plausible in larger
route trees.) With l3 = l1 , the disjointedness assumption is
violated and thus (16) does not hold. Instead, we must appeal
to Fact 1 and instead write
âl4

=

aP(not blocked at l1 ∈ r)P(blocked at l2 ∈ r)

×
=

P(not blocked at l3 ∈ d(2)|not blocked at l1 ∈ r)
a(1 − bl1 )bl2 (1 − ql3 )/(1 − bl1 ) [By Fact 1.]

=

abl2 (1 − ql3 ),

(17)

which is clearly not equal to (16). This concludes the example.
Let J be the set of all source and destination pairs. When
we are required to distinguish between source and destination
pairs, we will superscript existing notation with a j to denote
it pertains to source and destination pair j ∈ J . For example,
aj is the load offered to source and destination pair j ∈ J .
Using (11), (12) and (15), we are able to formulate Algorithm
1, which computes the load offered to each link l ∈ L that
is owing to all source and destination pairs. The complexity
of Algorithm 1 is bounded by O(JL2 ), where J = |J | and
L = |L|.
In Algorithm 1, at iteration n of the n = 1, . . . , N j for-loop,
the auxiliary variable x is scaled by (1 − bi ), where i = rnj .
Thus, according to (11), x equals the reduced-load offered



(14)

Algorithm 1 Calculate al , âl ∀l ∈ L
Require: bl , ql ∀l ∈ L; rj , dj (n), Ωjm (n) ∀j ∈ J ,n =
1, . . . , N j ,m = 1, . . . , Mnj
1: al , âl = 0 ∀l ∈ L // Initialization
2: for j ∈ J do
3:
x = aj
4:
for n = 1, . . . , N j do
5:
i = rnj ; ai = ai + x
6:
y = xbi ; x = x(1 − bi );
7:
for m = 1, . . . , M j (n) do
8:
i = djm (n); ai = ai + y; âi = âi + y
9:
if i ∈ Ωjm (n) then
10:
y = y(1 − qi )/(1 − bi )
11:
else
12:
y = y(1 − qi )
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for
17: return al , âl ∀l ∈ L

j
to link rn+1
that pertains to first-choice bursts of source and
destination pair j ∈ J .
Similarly, at iteration m of the m = 1, . . . , M j (n) for-loop,
the auxiliary variable y is scaled by (1 − qi )/(1 − bi ), where
i = djm (n), if ri ∈ r1j , . . . , rnj . Otherwise, y is scaled by 1−qi .
Thus, according to (12) and (15), y equals the reduced-load
offered to link djm+1 (n) pertaining to deflected bursts of source
and destination pair j ∈ J .

B. Step Two: Link Blocking Probabilities
Computation of the blocking probabilities bl and ql at each
link l ∈ L differs according to the type of protection used
to guard against destabilization and was considered for each
of the three cases of no protection, wavelength reservation
and preemptive priority in Section III; in particular, refer to
(1), (6) and (10), respectively. For convenience, we provide a
brief summary of the formulae used to compute bl and ql for
each type of protection in Table I, where for brevity, we have
defined ωl = al − âl . It may be worth recalling that for the
case of wavelength reservation, the steady-state distribution
πi,l = P(Xl = i) is computed according to the recursion
 i
al π0 /i!,
i = 1, . . . , K,
πi,l =
(al − âl )i−K aK
π
/i!,
i = K + 1, . . . , C.
0
l
Let b = {bl }l∈L , q = {ql }l∈L , a = {al }l∈L and â =
{âl }l∈L . Also, let the mapping g : (b, q) → (a, â) represent
the operation of Algorithm 1 and let the mapping f : (a, â) →
(b, q) represent the operation of an algorithm that computes
link blocking probabilities according to the formulae shown
in Table I. This is admittedly a rather non-rigorous definition
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TABLE I
F ORMULAE TO COMPUTE bl

No protection
Wavelength reservation
Preemptive priority

AND ql

bl

ql

E(al , Cl )
πC,l
E(ωl , C)

E(al , Cl )
PC
i=K πi,l

al E(al , C) − ωl E(ωl , C) /âl

of g and f , but it will be sufficient for our purposes. We are
interested in finding a solution (b, q, a, â) to

(b, q) = f (a, â),
(18)
(a, â) = g(b, q).
Since f and g are non-linear, it is difficult to determine
if (18) has a unique solution (b, q, a, â). It has been proved
that the analogous form of (18) for circuit-switched networks
using fixed routing does have a unique solution [25], though
it is well-known that multiple solutions are possible for
circuit-switched networks using deflection routing. We discuss
solution uniqueness in the next section.
Presupposing that a solution (b, q, a, â) for (18) does indeed exist, it may be determined via Algorithm 2. Algorithm
2 is a fixed-point iterative algorithm which terminates once
b and q satisfy a prescribed error criterion and are thus
said to have converged to a fixed-point. Fixed-point iterative
algorithms have been used prevalently in the context of the
reduced-load approximation. See [14], [24], [39], [40], [51],
[52] for various examples. Although convergence of this kind
of algorithm is not a certainty, divergence is rare in practice
and can often be overcome by periodically re-initializing with
a convex combination of the most recent iterations.
Algorithm 2 Calculate bl , ql ∀l ∈ L
Require: ǫ; c1 , c2 ≥ 0 such that c1 + c2 = 1;
rj , dj (n), Ωjm (n) ∀j ∈ J ,n = 1, . . . , N j
1: bl = 1, ql = 1 ∀l ∈ L // Initialization
2: b′l = 0, ql′ = 0 ∀l ∈ L // Initialization
3: while ∃l ∈ L such that |bl − b′l | > ǫ or |ql − ql′ | > ǫ do
4:
for l ∈ L do
5:
b′l = c1 bl + c2 b′l // Convex combination
6:
ql′ = c1 bl + c2 ql′
7:
end for
8:
b′ = {b′l }l∈L ; q′ = {ql′ }l∈L
9:
(a, â) = g(b′ , q′ ) // Algorithm 1
10:
(b, q) = f (a, â) // Update link blocking probabilities
11: end while
In Algorithm 2, the error criterion is denoted as ǫ > 0
and the outdated values of b and q are denoted as b′ and
q′ , respectively. Furthermore, the coefficients used to form a
convex combination of the two most recent values of b and q
are denoted by c1 , c2 ≥ 0, where c1 + c2 = 1.
C. Step Three: End-to-End Blocking Probabilities
Given that bl and ql are known for all l ∈ L, it is possible to
compute the end-to-end blocking probability for each source

and destination pair. Let pj denote the end-to-end blocking
probability for source and destination pair j ∈ J .
For the moment, we suppress the superscript j and thereby
consider an arbitrary source and destination pair. Let γn be the
probability of the intersection of the following three events:
1) a burst is not blocked at the links preceding link rn , which
occurs with probability (1 − br1 ) · · · (1 − brn−1 ); 2) a burst
is blocked at link rn , which occurs with probability brn ; and,
3) a burst is not blocked at links d1 (n), . . . , dMn (n), which
occurs with probability βMn +1 (n). Note that the ‘+1’ appears
in βMn +1 (n) to annihilate the ‘−1’ appearing in its definition,
which is given by (13), otherwise, without the ‘−1’, dMn (n)
would be missed. It can be verified that a burst is not blocked
if and only if: 1) all three of these events occur for some
n = 1, . . . , N ; or, 2) a burst is not blocked at links r1 , . . . , rN .
Therefore, we can write
p = 1 − (1 − br1 ) · · · (1 − brN ) −

N
X

γn ,

(19)

n=1

where
γn

=
×

P(not blocked at r1 . . . rn−1 )P(blocked at rn )
βMn +1 (n)

=

(1 − br1 ) · · · (1 − brn−1 )brn βMn +1 (n).

(20)

As a check, comparing (20) with (12) reveals that
âdMn +1 (n) /a = γn , as expected. Using this relation, we
can compute p within Algorithm 1 simply by initializing
pj = 1 for all j ∈ J and executing the following operation
immediately after line 14
y
pj ← pj − j ,
a
as well as the following operation immediately after line 15
x
pj ← pj − j .
a
Recall that x and y are auxiliary variables defined in Algorithm
1.
Finally, let P denote the average blocking probability across
all source and destination pairs, which is computed as

−1
X
X
P =
aj 
aj pj .
(21)
j∈J

j∈J

In concluding this section, we remark that our reduced-load
approximation can be extended to any SOC routing policy that
can be represented with an augmented route tree. To realize
this extension, we would use the recursive approach outlined
in [11], [30], [38] to compute the probability that a blocking or
completion route of an augmented route tree is used given that
the load offered to each link is known. This approach relies
on a recursion that is commonly used in the field of system’s
reliability analysis. Although the computational complexity
of this recursion may be high, it can be simplified for SOC
routing, as remarked in [38]. (In writing (12), we have in fact
implicitly used the simplification alluded to in [38].)
This extension would allow us to study policies where more
than one deflection is permitted per header or deflections from
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TABLE II
S PECIFICATIONS OF RANDOMLY GENERATED NETWORK
Parameter

Value

Number of source and destination pairs
Number of links
First choice route hop-count
Additional hop-count
Reservation threshold

J = 50
L = 30
N ∼ U[1, 4]
κ ∼ U[1, 8]
Kl = ⌊0.8Cl ⌋ ∀l ∈ L

deflection routes are permitted. We have chosen not to pursue
this extension because we have simulated policies in which
multiple deflections are permitted per header and observed an
unremarkable improvement. See the conference version of this
paper [57] for empirical results substantiating this claim.
V. E MPIRICAL P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we will use simulation to quantify the
error admitted in making assumptions A.5, A.6 and A.7.
We will then use our reduced-load approximation to evaluate
the performance of deflection routing in randomly generated
networks. In particular, with respect to average blocking
probability, which is given by (21), we will compare the
performance of unprotected deflection routing and deflection
routing protected with either wavelength reservation or preemptive priority.
Unless otherwise specified, all the results presented in this
section pertain to networks that have been randomly generated
according to the specifications shown in Table II, where
U[a, b] denotes the discrete uniform distribution taking values
on the integers a, a + 1, . . . , b. The parameter referred to as
additional hop-count and denoted as κ in Table II needs further
clarification. It governs the total hop-count of each deflection
route d(n), n = 1 . . . , N , which we have already denoted as
Mn , so that
Mn = N − n + κ,

n = 1 . . . , N.

(22)

Computing the total hop-count of a deflection route according
to (22) ensures that the hop-count of a deflection route is at
least the hop-count of its corresponding first-choice route. This
is usually the case (but not always) in practice, since if Mn <
N for some n = 1, . . . , N , it is probably preferable to use
d(n) as a first-choice route instead of r, unless d(n) traverses
links that are heavily congested.
A wavelength reservation threshold Kl = ⌊0.8Cl ⌋ was
found to be a good choice via trial and error. Choosing a
threshold is a compromise between guarding against destabilization during overload periods and minimizing blocking
during stable periods corresponding to low to moderate loads.
Guarding against destabilization is achieved by decreasing Kl ,
while minimizing blocking during stable periods is achieved
by increasing Kl . The sensitivity of blocking performance to
the wavelength reservation threshold will be quantified later
in this section.
An algorithm to generate a random network takes the
parameters shown in Table II and returns the ordered sets
rj and dj (n) for j = 1, . . . , J and n = 1, . . . , N j . We do

not specify details of such an algorithm as it would take us
too far afield. However, we remark that no bias was given
to any particular link or source and destination pair in our
implementation of this algorithm and the random networks
did not satisfy any symmetry criteria.
To reduce the number of free parameters, we assume aj = a
for all j ∈ J . Once the ordered sets rj and dj (n) have been
generated, we provision capacity based on an iterative heuristic
that aims at achieving a target link blocking probability of
10−2 for a nominally chosen value of a. At each iteration
of this heuristic, our reduced-load approximation is used
to compute the link blocking probabilities for the current
wavelength vector (Cl )l∈L . Then for each link l ∈ L, if
(al − âl )bl + ql âl
> 10−2 ,
a
the current value of Cl is incremented by unity, otherwise
it is decremented by unity. This completes one iteration. We
stop iterating as soon as all link blocking probabilities are
sufficiently close to 10−2 . Although this provisioning heuristic
does not ensure link blocking probabilities will converge to a
prescribed target, it turned out to perform well for most of the
networks we studied. Unless otherwise stated,Pwe aimed at
selecting a nominal value of a that resulted in l∈L Cl /L ≈
30.
To quantify the error admitted in making assumptions A.5,
A.6 and A.7, we generated several random networks and
used our reduced-load approximation as well as simulation,
which does not rely on these three assumptions, to compute
the average blocking probability for several values of a. The
values of a were chosen to lie uniformly in an interval centered
about the nominal value of a for which dimensioning was
performed. The results for one particular random network are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, where RLM and SM denote
our reduced-load approximation and simulation, respectively.
In particular, we plot P as a function of a in Fig. 6 for
unprotected deflection routing, wavelength reservation and
preemptive priority. To ensure an unbiased comparison, we
do not re-provision capacity separately for each of these
three cases, otherwise one particular case may be provisioned
more capacity than another. In particular, we provisioned for
wavelength reservation and maintained the same provisioning
(same Cl for all l ∈ L) for unprotected deflection routing
and preemptive priority. To serve as a benchmark to gauge
the performance gains of deflection routing, we also plot P
as a function of a for no deflection routing. In Fig. 7, we plot
relative error as a function of a for each of these cases, where
relative error is defined in the usual way as
P as computed by RLM − P as computed by SM
.
P as computed by SM
The conclusions to be drawn are:
• Unprotected deflection routing may destabilize OBS.
Destabilization may result in higher blocking probabilities than if bursts were not deflected but simply blocked.
• Destabilization manifests at loads that are considered
moderate to high in the context of OBS. In particular,
loads that are commensurate to an average blocking
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•

probability that is greater than or in the order of 10−2 .
Thus, protecting against destabilization may be unnecessary if overloads are rare. Nonetheless, preemptive
priority remains an attractive option given that it has an
almost negligible effect on blocking during stable periods
and guarantees protection against destabilization during
overloads.
At low loads, unprotected deflection routing may yield
better performance than protected deflection routing.
However, the converse is true at high loads. It follows
that protection may be counterproductive for an over-

•

provisioned network. According to this observation, it
seems reasonable to dynamically activate/deactivate protection, or adjust the reservation threshold in the case
of wavelength reservation, on an hourly or daily basis in
accordance with anticipated load conditions. In particular,
during busy periods, protection would be activated to
guard against destabilization, while during quiet periods,
it would be deactivated to improve blocking performance.
Preemptive priority consistently yields better blocking
performance than wavelength reservation.
In terms of blocking performance, deflection routing is
a viable approach of resolving wavelength contention in
OBS. At low loads, it may yield reductions in blocking
probability of more than one order in magnitude compared to no deflection.
The accuracy of our reduced-load approximation deteriorates for the case of unprotected deflection routing. This
inaccuracy may in fact be a consequence of the difficulty
in accurately simulating unprotected deflection routing.
As we alluded to earlier, using simulation to predict nonstationary behavior associated with unprotected deflection
routing may yield unpredictable results. Furthermore,
since the amount of deflection is greatest for the case of
unprotected deflection routing, it is this case that violates
the Poisson assumption (see A.6) the most. In particular,
the variance of the load offered to a deflection route is
always larger than its mean, which is not the case for
a Poisson process. Apart from the case of unprotected
deflection routing, our reduced-load approximation is
remarkably accurate. Therefore, it seems that assumptions
A.5, A.6 and A.7 do not admit significant error.

To plot P as a function of a, we repeatedly used our
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reduced-load approximation to explicitly compute a unique
value of P for each given value of a. However, this presupposes that the mapping from a to P is one-to-one, which
we know may not be the case for unprotected deflection
routing. Therefore, results pertaining to this case must be
viewed with some caution as they may reflect the ‘average’
blocking probability over multiple stable equilibria that exist
in steady-state. Recall that there were three stable equilibria
evident in the four-node ring network studied in Section III.
The approach we used to identify these three stable equilibria
relied on indirectly computing blocking probability, as well as
the corresponding value of a, as a function of the load offered
to a link, rather than explicitly computing blocking probability
as a function of a. However, this indirect approach does not
generalize to asymmetric networks.
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To conclude this section, we study the sensitivity of blocking performance to two effects: variation in the hop-count of
deflection routes; and, variation in the wavelength reservation
threshold. We study each of these two effects independently
by considering two experiments where we vary the additional
hop-count parameter κ and the wavelength reservation threshold K, respectively.
To this end, we generated 20 random networks and dimensioned each of them independently based on the heuristic
described earlier in this section. Using our reduced-load approximation, we then computed P as a function of κ for a fixed
value of a, and P as a function of a for different values of
K. To separate spurious randomness from underlying trends,
we averaged P over all 20 random networks. We plot P as a
function of κ in Fig. 8 and P as a function of a for different
values of K in Fig 9.
Based on Fig. 8, we conclude that unprotected deflection
routing is highly sensitive to hop-count variation. This high
sensitivity may have ramifications if rerouting is performed (to
bypass severed fibers for example) and results in an increased
hop-count. Wavelength reservation and preemptive priority are
more robust to hop-count variation, however, at low loads, they
yield poorer blocking performance than unprotected deflection.
Based on Fig. 9, it is evident that choosing a good
wavelength reservation threshold is a compromise between
guarding against destabilization during overload periods and
minimizing blocking during stable periods corresponding to
low to moderate loads. It is suggested that a threshold be
determined by using our reduced-load approximation in a trial
and error iterative procedure that terminates once a balance
between these two conflicting requirements is reached.
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Fig. 8. Average blocking probability as a function of additional hop-count
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For unprotected deflection routing, we occasionally found
that Algorithm 2 failed to converge or periodically cycled
between multiple fixed-points. Cycling was quite rare and
disappeared as soon as sufficient protection was added. We
speculate that cycling and divergence of Algorithm 2 is
probably closely tied to the fact that (18) may have multiple
solutions. This issue is specifically discussed in the context of
wavelength reservation in the conference version of this paper
[57].
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Fig. 9. Average blocking probability as a function of load offered to each
source and destination pair for varying reservation thresholds

VI. L ONG -R ANGE D EPENDENT T RAFFIC
H YBRID S WITCHING

AND

O PTICAL

For analytical convenience, we have assumed throughout
this paper that bursts of exponentially distributed size arrive
at each source and destination pair according to independent
Poisson processes. The weakness of this assumption is that
it is somewhat contradictory with well-accepted observations
that indicate the distribution of the sizes of files transmitted
across the Internet exhibits long-range dependence (LRD) [1],
[7], [19], [28], [33], [35], [53].
We test the sensitivity of the two forms of protection
developed to a more realistic traffic scenario. In particular,
we consider hyper-exponentially distributed burst inter-arrival
times and a truncated Pareto burst length distribution. All
the results presented in this section will be derived from
simulation.
According to the prevalent threshold-based burst aggrega-
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tion policy, the maximum size of a burst is bounded by a fixed
threshold, which is typically a design parameter that is to be
optimized [59]. Therefore, long (heavy tailed) data flows that
exceed the size of a burst must be transmitted interruptedly as
a series of contiguous bursts. Transmitting a single data flow
using a series of multiple bursts is not efficient for several
reasons.
Due to signaling overheads inherent to OBS (e.g. horizon
scheduling [44]), two successive bursts must be at least separated by a mandatory offset period. Therefore, the transmission
time of a long data flow that is transmitted as a series of
N bursts is effectively T = N (∆ + 1/µ), where ∆ is the
offset time and µ is the transmission rate (bursts per time
unit) of a wavelength. A wavelength remains idle during the
N offset periods. It may be possible for small bursts owing
to other source and destination pairs to utilize a wavelength
during the N offset periods. This is not always possible though
because the time required to transmit a small burst may exceed
the length of an offset period. Therefore, it is likely that the
proportion N ∆/T of a wavelength’s capacity is not utilized
during the transmission of a long data flow that is transmitted
as a series of N bursts. This under-utilization underscores one
of the disadvantages of using OBS to transmit long data flows.
Therefore, for a traffic mix that includes a heavy tailed
component, OBS may offer poorer utilization compared to
conventional switching approaches such as optical circuit
switching (OCS) [56] and wavelength routing. Compared to
OBS, OCS or wavelength routing is more favorable for the
transmission of long data flows because a dedicated end-to-end
lightpath is established that allows a continuous transmission
that is not broken up by idle offset periods. Therefore, a
wavelength’s capacity is fully utilized throughout the transmission. The disadvantage of OCS is the additional delay
incurred during the propagation from destination to source
of an acknowledgment message certifying that a lightpath
has been set up. This delay increases the pre-transmission
queuing time of packets and increases the timescale at which
wavelength capacity can be statistically multiplexed (shared)
between different source and destination pairs. However, the
reduction in statistical multiplexing is marginal if the transmission time of a data flow is orders of magnitude larger than
the round-trip propagation delay.
Given that OCS and OBS are best suited for the transmission of long and short data flows, respectively, we envisage
that future all-optical networks may rely on hybrid switching
approaches such as optical hybrid switching (OHS) [49]. With
OHS, data flows are classified according to their size and
possibly quality of service (QoS) requirements. Long data
flows or flows with high QoS requirements are transmitted
using OCS, while short-lived flows (the bursty component of
the traffic mix) are transmitted using OBS. In this way, the
utilization of wavelength capacity is improved by transmitting
long data flows using OCS—these flows would not benefit
from the gain in statistical multiplexing offered by OBS
because their transmission time is orders of magnitude larger
than the round-trip propagation delay.
OHS can take the form of a polymorphic optical layer
[36] in which wavelength capacity is statistically multiplexed

between OCS and OBS. OCS transmissions may be given
preemptive priority over OBS because more effort is required
to set up a dedicated lightpath for an OCS transmission.
This form of OHS was considered in [49]. Another possible
form of OHS is two independent monomorphic optical layers
dedicated to OBS and OCS transmissions. Capacity cannot be
statistically multiplexed between the two monomorphic layers.
Although a polymorphic layer provides superior statistical
multiplexing, two separate monomorphic layers are desirable
from the perspective of implementation because there is no
need to manage issues such as preemption.
In this section, we consider two monomorphic optical layers, one devoted to OBS transmissions and the other to OCS.
Flows of length greater than C are transmitted using OCS.
That is, an end-to-end lightpath is set-up and acknowledged
using two-way signaling before transmission commences. This
ensures a flow of length greater than C cannot be blocked at an
intermediate node, which comes at the expense of additional
signaling delay due to the need to wait for an acknowledgment
to propagate from destination to source. The value of C
is chosen to ensure that the round-trip propagation delay is
marginal relative to time required to transmit a flow of length
grater than C.
In this section, we consider simulation of the OBS layer. In
particular, we consider only the flows of length less than C,
which are transmitted as a single burst. We repeat the same
set of simulations implemented in Section V with the goal of
testing the sensitivity of the two forms of protection developed
in this paper to long-range dependence.
The first difference in this section is that we suppose a
data flow arrives at each arrival instant. The length of a data
flow, X, is independent and Pareto distributed. The Pareto
distribution is one possible candidate distribution for X that
has been prevalently used in previous studies [2], [32] for the
modeling of LRD. For the Pareto distribution, we have the
complementary distribution function
 δ γ
 x , x > δ,
P(X > x) =
(23)

1,
x ≤ δ,
where δ > 0 and the variance of X is infinite for 1 < γ < 2.
A new data flow is transmitted using OCS with probability
βC = P(X > C) and using OBS with the complementary
probability. We are therefore dividing the arrival process into
two independent OBS and OCS sub-processes. The length of
a burst, XOBS , has the truncated Pareto distribution

1,
x > C,







 
Cγ
δ γ
1
−
, x > δ,
(24)
P(XOBS < x) =
γ
γ
C −δ
x






0,
x ≤ δ,
where C is an upper truncation point. Furthermore, we have




Cγ
γδ γ
E(XOBS ) =
C 1−γ − δ 1−γ . (25)
γ
γ
C −δ
1−γ
Recall that 1/µ denotes the mean length of an (exponentially distributed) OBS burst considered in Section V.
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We numerically fit the γ parameter of the truncated Pareto
distribution in (24) such that

δ

=

1/µ = 1 ms,
20 {round-trip prop. delay} = 200 ms,
0.2/µ = 0.2 ms,

In words: the mean length of a truncated Pareto burst is set
equal to the mean length of an exponentially distributed burst
considered in Section V. At a wavelength transmission rate of
2.5 Gb/s, a burst of length 1 ms corresponds to 305 KB or
about 2450 average sized IP packets. The maximum length of
a burst, C, is set to be such that C is a factor of 20 times more
than a maximum imaginable round-trip propagation delay of
10 ms. This means that data flows exceeding about 60 MB
are transmitted using OCS. Equivalently, for a flow to be
transmitted using OCS, the round-trip propagation delay must
be less than 5% of its transmission time.
We have not chosen the value of 5% based on any rigorous
criteria. Determining the threshold size of a flow at which
OCS should be used in favor of OBS is an open question
that we relegate to future work. However, we can certainly
claim that a flow exceeding 60 MB would not benefit from
the gain in statistical multiplexing offered by OBS because the
maximum imaginable round-trip propagation delay is at most
a very marginal addition to its overall transmission time. In
choosing C, we have also ensured that the maximum length of
a burst does not exceed 10% of the duration of the simulation.
Finally, the minimum length of a burst is set to 20% of its
mean.
Due to the huge time scale differences, simulation of LRD
traffic is a challenging problem. In our case, it is difficult
to include the OCS component in the simulation. There is a
significant probability that the length of an OCS transmission
being transmitted at the initialization of a simulation does
not complete its transmission at the end of the simulation,
for any realistic simulation time. This is because the forward
recurrence time of a heavy tailed random variable has its tail
far heavier than that of the original distribution. See [2] for
an example of this for the case of the Pareto distribution.
As such, including the OCS component in the simulation is
beyond the scope of this paper. We remark that an approximate
simulation technique for Pareto distributed service times and
Poisson arrivals to a single server queue has been proposed
in [2]. However, extending this approximation to an arbitrary
network is not straightforward. Indeed, one of the reasons for
considering two monomorphic layers is to allow division of
the arrival process into two sub-processes of which the OBS
sub-process can be easily simulated.
The second difference in this section is that we suppose that
burst inter-arrival times are hyper-exponential. In Section V,
we assumed that burst inter-arrival times are independent and
exponential with mean 1/λ. In this section, the inter-arrival
time between two successive bursts is exponentially distributed
with mean 1/(kλ∗ ), k > 1, if the length of the first super-burst
exceeds ηC, 0 < η < 1. Otherwise, the mean inter-arrival
time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ∗ . Therefore,
the arrival process becomes dependent on the length of a burst
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Fig. 10. Blocking probability as a function of load offered to each source
and destination pair for the same randomly generated network used in Fig. 6,
Section V, except that now the length of a burst is independently sampled from
the truncated Pareto distribution given in (24) and burst inter-arrival times are
hyper-exponentially distributed; confidence intervals are commensurate to one
standard deviation

in such a way that a large burst (of length exceeding ηC) is
likely to be soon followed by another burst. This increases the
burstiness of the arrival process. The mean inter-arrival time,
1/λ, is
1
1
1
= (1 − βηC ) ∗ + βηC ∗
(26)
λ
λ
kλ
and hyper-exponentially distributed, where βηC = P(XOBS >
ηC).
In Fig. 10, we plot the blocking probability averaged over all
source and destination pairs as a function of the load offered
to each source and destination pair for the same randomly
generated network used in Fig. 6. We fit the means of the
exponential and truncated Pareto distributions. We set k = 2
and η = 0.8. Using (26), the meaninter-arrival time is fitted
such that 1/λ∗ = 2/ (2 − β0.8C )λ , where 1/λ is the mean
inter-arrival time used in Fig. 6.
Upon comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 6, we can verify that our
conclusions presented in Section V regarding the two forms
of protection considered in this paper are rather insensitive
to a more realistic traffic model in which inter-arrival times
are hyper-exponentially distributed and service times follow a
truncated Pareto distribution.
Although the trends revealed in Fig. 6 remain present in
Fig. 10, a marginal overall increase in the average blocking
probability for both forms of protection can be observed in
Fig. 10, which can be attributed to the increased variance
(burstiness) of the hyper-exponentially distributed inter-arrival
times. Given k = 2 and η = 0.8, it can be verified that the
variance of the hyper-exponential distribution is larger than the
exponential distribution considered in Fig. 6 by about 10%.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new one-moment
reduced-load approximation that provides a fast alternative
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to simulation for provisioning capacity and evaluating the
blocking performance of large OBS networks using deflection
routing. Our reduced-load approximation relied on the usual
assumptions of link independence and Poisson arrivals. Furthermore, to relax the disjointedness assumption, we assumed
a header was subject to zero propagation delay as well as zero
processing delay. This allowed us to compute the conditional
probabilities associated with links that are common to a firstchoice route and a deflection route. Simulation was used to
verify that the error admitted in making these assumptions
was not negligible, but was sufficiently small to allow for an
accurate approximation.
Our reduced-load approximation was used to study the
properties of deflection routing in several randomly generated
OBS networks. We confirmed our hypothesis that deflection
routing may destabilize OBS, thus resulting in higher blocking
probabilities than if bursts were not deflected but simply
blocked. Therefore, we conclude that deflection routing in
OBS suffers from the same destabilizing effect that is wellknown to alternative routing in classical telephony networks.
We provided strong evidence recommending that OBS using
deflection routing should be given some form of protection
to guard against destabilization resulting from upward load
variations. The chief conclusion of our study was that in terms
of blocking performance and insensitivity to variation in hopcount, preemptive priority is the best form of protection for
OBS. Preemptive priority is a new form of protection that
we have analyzed in this paper. Although preemptive priority
is unsuitable for protecting alternative routing in classical
telephony networks, we argued it is compatible with most
forms of OBS. With preemptive priority, a header associated
with a first-choice burst is given the right to preempt a
reservation that has been scheduled for a deflected burst. We
stated that one of the key properties of preemptive priority
is that it guarantees stability because it ensures performance
that is no worse than if bursts were not deflected but simply
blocked.
We used simulation to verify that our conclusions remain
valid for a realistic traffic scenario.
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A PPENDIX
In this appendix, the details of simplifying the expression
for βm (n) from (14) to (15) are shown (see inset). The second
equality is because rn ∈
/ d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n) by definition,
while the third equality is an immediate consequence of Fact
1.

βm (n) =
=
=
=
=


P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n)| blocked at rn ∩ not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1

P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n) ∩ not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1 P(blocked at rn )

P not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1 P blocked at rn )


P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n) P(not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1 ∈
/ Ωm (n)

P not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1

P not blocked at d1 (n), . . . , dm−1 (n)

P not blocked at r1 , . . . , rn−1 ∈ Ωm (n)
(1 − qd1 (n) ) · · · (1 − qdm−1 (n) )
Q
l∈Ωm (n) (1 − bl )

